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CLAIM-PROCESSING  ERROR  

RATES  AS  HIGH  AS  20%

The American Medical Association reports that commercial health

insurers experienced claim-processing error rates as high as 20 percent in

recent years. This is due in large part to complex benefit plan design;

varying eligibility and authorization requirements; different in-network and

out-of-network coverage, payment rates, and deductibles; benefit

restrictions, carve-outs, medical necessity interpretation and more. 

 

Considering this rather high error rate, we asked our expert billing and

audits teams to prepare a list of the most common causes of claim

underpayments they’ve encountered and what hospitals can do to

prevent them from happening. This report briefly summarizes their findings

and recommendations.

 



What is unbundling? When there is a single procedure code available that

captures payment for the component parts of a procedure, that code

should be used. Unbundling refers to using multiple HCPCS/CPT codes for the

component parts of a procedure, either due to misunderstanding or

to deliberately increase payment.

 

On the other hand, health plans will occasionally attempt to combine

procedure codes that are correctly billed as separate services (e.g.,

procedures classified as add-on codes or procedures performed on different

anatomical sites). This is called bundling and it can significantly reduce claim

payments if left unchecked. 
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BUNDLING  AND  UNBUNDLING

BOTH  IMPACT  CLAIM  PAYMENT

Titan Health audit team

uncovers bundling denials

triggered by specific charge

code combinations and

recovers $2.9M for prestigious

Midwest health system.

 
Read the ful l  case study on

t itan-health.com 

To prevent bundling and unbundling errors, update claim scrubbing software

regularly to ensure that the most current National Correct Coding Initiative

(NCCI) Edits are being applied to insurance claims (CMS updates them

quarterly). When a modifier is necessary, verify its appropriateness and

attach to the procedure code. It’s also good practice to include supporting

documentation any time a claim includes a modifier that will override an

NCCI edit (example: -59, -XU, etc.)

 

 Recommendation



An add-on code is a HCPCS/CPT code that describes a service always

performed in conjunction with a primary service; it must never be reported

as a stand-alone code. All add-on codes found in the CPT codebook are

exempt from the multiple procedure concept.

 

 

 

Refer to each payor’s contract to determine if/how they apply multiple

procedure reductions to add-on codes. Does the payor follow CMS

Guidelines and not apply the multiple procedure reduction, or does their

contract state something else? Oftentimes the payor’s contract doesn’t

address the payment of add-on codes and their policy is instead

published on their website (Example: UHC, Aetna.)

 

If a payor’s claim adjudication software is improperly discounting add-on

codes, work with their Provider Rep to have them update their claim logic

to prevent the inappropriate reduction.
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SOME  PAYORS  DISCOUNT  

ADD-ON  CODES  IN  ERROR

Recommendation



PAYMENT  FOR  SOME  SERVICES

DENIED  DUE  TO  CASE  RATE

Health plans occasionally deny payment for certain items or services due

to an assumed inclusion in a DRG or case-rate arrangement. Make sure

the hospital’s contract management system is properly configured with

the necessary logic to identify and bill for all items and services that are

separately payable (often called carve-outs), regardless of DRG or

case-rate.
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Recommendation
 

If an item is payable per the contract but gets denied when billed, ask the

health plan’s Provider Rep to confirm that all services/codes are loaded

properly in their claim adjudication system to ensure payment on a going

forward basis. Note: If an item’s payment is based on the manufacturer

invoice cost, be sure to attach a copy of the manufacturer’s invoice with

the initial claim submission.

 



If a patient has a recurring service (e.g., wound care) that may be

interpreted as outpatient surgery (usually triggered by billing of revenue

code 361), does the payor require interim claims (bill types 132, 133, and

134) which contain a single service date per claim or do they want a

comprehensive admit through discharge claim (bill type 131) containing

multiple dates of service?

 

Providers often default to submitting an entire month of outpatient

services on a single admit through discharge claim, which the payor then

incorrectly processes as a single date of service or a single encounter. To

have the claim reprocessed correctly (i.e., to avoid the denial of all

subsequent dates of service), the initial claim must be voided and rebilled

as a series of interim claims for each date of service.
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RECURRING  SERVICES  CAN

TRIGGER  CLAIM  PAYMENT

ERRORS

Health system rebills services

individually and recovers $160K

of underpayments.

Read the ful l  case study on

t itan-health.com 

 

Know each payor’s billing requirements. Review your CDM configuration

and determine which revenue codes are associated with the CPT codes in

question. If revenue code 361 is being used, is that the most appropriate

revenue code to report? If the patient was actually seen in a clinic or

treatment room and not a “minor operating room”, rebilling the claim with

a different revenue code (i.e., revenue code 761) should result in the

claim being paid correctly.

 
Recommendation



Many authorization-related denials can be prevented by investing some

extra administrative effort prior to scheduled appointments and

procedures.

 

 

It is always a good idea to verify authorizations in advance of a

scheduled service. If a physician’s office obtained the authorization on

the hospital’s behalf, call yourself and confirm the details of the

authorization. Is it in approved status and does it contain the proper NPI,

date of service, and CPT/HCPCS codes?

 

Most payors update their authorization requirements periodically. Don’t

rely on saved versions of authorization lists or charts as you run the risk of

referencing out-of-date information. Utilize payor portals and provider

authorization phone numbers to determine current authorization

requirements and be sure to document your method of verification.
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COMMON  AUTHORIZATION

ERRORS  THAT  CAUSE  DENIALS

 

Authorization not obtained

Wrong DOS or not enough units

Titan auditors recover $2.3 million

of lost revenue for multiple health

systems by challenging auth-

related denials.

Read the ful l  case study on

t itan-health.com 

For some recurring services, like medication infusions or PT/OT/ST,

authorizations are issued for a specific date range and/or a specific

number of visits/units of medication or therapy. Review authorization

details at least once per month to ensure that upcoming visits are within

the authorized date range and there are enough units left for the

scheduled services.

 

 

 



Hospitals and physician groups can have multiple providers and multiple

NPI numbers associated with their entities. The facility should always

confirm that their correct name and NPI number is listed whenever the

surgeon’s office obtains authorization for a scheduled procedure. When in

doubt, a hospital should request its own authorization number from the

payor and include it on the hospital claim form.
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Wrong Provider

Wrong Service

Recommendation

Authorizations are normally obtained using the surgeon’s anticipated

procedure code(s). However, a surgery can change course

intraoperatively and cause the surgeon to use a slightly different

procedure, approach, or technique more appropriate for the patient’s

condition. In this case, the procedure code(s) billed will differ from the

code(s) authorized and a denial can occur. 

 

If a claim denial is received, contact the payor and request that the

authorized procedure code(s) be updated to reflect the actual

procedure(s) performed. Provide copies of medical records explaining the

circumstances necessitating the different CPT/HCPCS code(s) to support

your request.

 



UNDERPAYMENTS  ARE  COMMON ;

KNOWING  THE  CAUSE  IS  KEY

While health plan underpayments can’t be eliminated entirely,

they can certainly be reduced through careful review and a

better understanding of the claim adjudication process. In the

case of medical billing, an ounce of prevention is always worth

more than a pound of cure!

 

Titan can help your hospital increase revenue and reduce

underpayments by performing a complimentary analysis of your

paid claims and outstanding accounts receivable.

 

Our analysis will:

- Show how your collections are performing

- Expose payor underpayment activity

- Reveal revenue recovery opportunities
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Visit Titan-Health.com/impact-analysis to learn more.
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